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that. And so people mated--you know, found a partner, and then married that
partner for life. And it was really one of the very few opportunities for that type of
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'*'~~~''''  church was trying to ban something that, in effect, was controlling the
very thing they wanted anyway. Which was, you know, a family unit, an ordered
society....  I think within all that, the important thing is that somewhere, somehow,
dancing is there. People are going to dance. You know, dancing is not going to die.
People still dance. I mean, one of the major rec? reations in a place like Cheticamp,
or even in the Scottish communities today, is still dancing, whether it's winter or
summer. You know, there's going to be a dance every weekend. If you look at
something like the Oran (newspaper) in the summertime, in one night there can be
5 or 6 dances in the confines of a small area. So, dancing it? self is not going to
disappear. But the styles will change. And that's just nor? mal. It's just like, we don't
wear today what we wore a hundred years ago. But we still dress. We don't go out
in the snow bare. So, dancing won't die; it's just, the forms will change. But it's nice
to know what the other forms were. It's kind of just histori? cal . And that people
could do it if they wanted to. Because maybe in a hundred years they'll want to see
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